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Abstract. --For real, n-th order, symmetric, tridiagonal matrices An, with principal submatrices 
Ai, the corresponding characteristic polynomials Pi()~) - det(Ai - AI) are used to form the sum 
V(A) = ~,  Isgn(Pi(A)) - sgn(Pi-a(~))l. An has precisely IV(A)/2] eigenvalues which are less than 
)~. This fact is exploited for an algorithm ( based on bisections ), similar in structure to the one 
in Givens' method, which produces eigenvalues numerically. The method shows advantage in CPU 
costs as n increases. 
INTRODUCTION 
For any n-th order, real symmetr ic  matr ix Mn, there exists a matrix Sn such that 
I al bl 0 0 0 . . .  
bl as b2 0 0 .. • 
0 b2 a3 b3 0 "" • 
A,,  d S , ,M ,S~X = 
created in several ways. Sn can be 
0 0 0 0 " "  bn-~ 
0 0 0 0 0 " "  
°° / 0 0 
0 0 
an-1 bn-1 
bn-  1 an 
(1) 
Two well-known techniques develop S ,  as a product  of 
orthogonal  transformations which are rotations ( Givens' Method ) or which are reflections 
( Householder's Method ) [1]. Since the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix An are the same as 
those of Mn,  the simpler structure of the former can be exploited for determining 
( i.e. comput ing ) them. The purpose of this note is to introduce a procedure that  is based on 
summing pairwise sign changes in an associated polynomial sequence. The process for computing 
all the eigenvalues, in ascending order, is described in algorithmic form and computat ional  costs 
are compared with those of the classical Givens' method. In (1), if some bi = 0, then eigenvalue 
calculations can be performed using tridiagonal submatrices - hence it will be assumed that  b i¢  0 
fo r />  1. 
ANALYS IS  
For a tr idiagonal matr ix An as given in (1), let Pn(A) = det(An - AIn) .  Laplace expansion by 
the last column, followed by a similar expansion for the next smaller minor, yields that  
Po(A) ~ 1, 
P1 (A) = al - A, (2) 
= - - i > 2 
Since b~2_1 > 0 for i > 2, {P/} is [2] an orthogonal family over some interval with some integrator. 
Two properties useful in the sequel are inherited from this orthogonality [3]: 
(a) for each n > 1, the zeros of Pn are real and simple, and 
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(b) for each n 2 1, the zeros of P,, and P,,+l interlace. 
Let 
-ooe~~)<~(,R)<~~)<...<X~)<X~~l~+OO 
denote the zeros of P,,(X), n 2 1 . From (2), consider 
P,(X) = (-l)“[X” + CIA”-1 + c$P-2 + . * * + C*_lX + CJ, n>O 
and the function 
+l, ifz>O , 
ifz=O , 
-1, ifa:< . 
(3) 
Since Pn(X) = a((-1)“X”) as IAl -+ co, sgn(P,(X)) -+ +1 as )r --+ -co; that is, P,(Ar’) = +l. 
Consequently, for n 1 1 and k = 0, 1,2,. . . , n: 
if X E (A(,“), AC&) then sgn(P,,(A)) = (-1)” . (4 
(n) 
hk 
x (N 
k+l 
Figure 1: Interlacing of zeros of P,, with those of P,,+l ( 0 5 k 5 n ) 
THEOREM 1. For n 2 1 and any real A, let 
, (5) 
i= 1 
let L”(X) = [V,,(X)/21 and let En(X) d enote the remainder in Vn(A)/2. Then A, has L,(X) 
eigenvalues which are smaller than A, and E,(X) eigenvalues which are equal to X. 
Proof: 
(1) For n = 1, Vn(A) = Isgn(al - X) - 11. Since A, = al, 
(a) ifA<al,V,= 0; hence &(A) = 0 and E,, = 0. 
(b) if X = al, Vj(X) = 1, so L,(X) = 0 and En(A) = 1. 
(c) if X > ol, Vn(A) = 2, which implies that L,(X) = 1 and E,(X) = 0. 
For the induction step, suppose the assertions hold for n. Thus, by hypothesis, if Xc’ < A < 
Xp>l (k = 0,1,2,. .. ,n), L,(X) = k and E,(X) = 0. But L,(A) = [&(X)/2], hence X(X> is 
either 2k or 2k + 1, and the latter is excluded since E,(X) = 0. Consequently, VA(A) = 2k if 
Xc)‘< X < Ap21 . Consider, then, &+~()r) = Vi(A) + Isgn(P,,+l(A)) - sw(P”(X))I, and the four 
cases ( See Figure 1) with 0 5 k < n. 
Case 1: Xf’ < X < ApG1). 
Hence, Vn+l (X) = Vn(,i) + I(-l)k - (-l)k( = i&(A) = 2k. Consequently, 
Ln+I(X) = k and E”+l(A) = 0, which are the correct counts. 
Case 2: X = Xp+:l). 
Then Vn+l (X) = Vn(X) + IO - (-l)“I = l&(X) + 1 = 2k + 1. Whence, 
L,,+l(X) = k and En+l(ii) = 1 which, again, are correct. 
Case 3: X = Xv). 
Here, K+l(X) = K(X) + 1(--l)” - O( = (2k - 1) + 1 = 2k, to yield, as in case 1, that 
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L.+I(A) = k and E.+I(A) = 0. 
Case 4: A (n+l) < A < A (n). 
In this case, Vn+I(A) = Vn(A) + I ( -1) k - (-1)k-11 = 2(k - 1) + 2, so that 
Ln+I(A) "- k and E,+i(A) = 0, and the proof is complete. 
_ _ ~(, )  ~(n) ~ Furthermore, Let n be a positive integer. For 0 < k < n, Vn(A) = 2k i fA  6 v'k ,"~+l~. 
when A ~(,) Ln(A) = k and En(A) - 1, which imply that Vn(A) = 2k + 1 These results are 
~- " 'k+ l  ' 
summar ized  in Figure 2. 
0 
,.k 
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Figure 2: Graph of Vn 
As indicated in [4], generation of the Pi(A) via the recurrence (2) can be fraught with numerical 
difficulties, but many may be alleviated by using the ratios, Pi (A)/Pi-1 (A), in certain procedures, 
such as Givens' Method [4]. These ratios can be employed effectively for evaluation of Vn(A) 
also. Define n(A) = Pi(A)/Pi-t(A) for i = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  From (2), rl(A) = at - A and ri(A) = 
al - A - b~_t/ri_t(A), provided ri- l(A) # 0, for 2 < i < n. When ri_l(A) # 0, the relation 
V/(A) = P~-t(A) + Isgn(Pi(A)) - sgn(Pi-l(A))l shows that the contribution to ~(A) is 0, 1 
or 2 according as ri(A) is positive, zero or negative. Suppose, on the other hand, that some 
ri-t(A) = 0; that is , suppose Pi- l(A) = 0, which implies that Pi(A) # 0 . Here then, 
V/(A) - V/- I (A) + Isgn(Pi(A)) - sgn(P i - l (A ) ) l  
- -  ) -4- 1 
and, from ~+I(A) = (ai+t - A)P/(A), ri+l(A) = ai+l - A in preparation for incrementing the 
subscript in the iteration. In summary, for an alternative to evaluating Vn()~) directly as in (5), 
we have 
ALGORITHM 1. Let n be a positive integer and let A be selected. 
Initialize: 
WI(A) -" ]sgn(al - A )  - 11 
rl --" al -- )t 
Continue: /'or i = 2, 3, 4, ..., n, assume ~- I (A)  has been computed. 
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(~) t f~_~(~)  # 0, 
~(~)  = a~ - ~ - bL~/ ,~- l (a ) ;  
v~(~) = v,_l(a) + o, if  ~(a)  > o, 
vi(A) = v/_t(~) + 1, if  ri(x) = 0, or 
v~(~) = ¼_~(~) + 2, if  r~(~) < o. 
(b) I le~'i-- l(A) "" 0 , 
r i+ i ( ) t )  ---- ai+l -- )~; 
I'~+l(X) = Vi- l (A) + 1 if  )~ < hi+l, 
V/+l( ) t  ) - -  V /_ l ( ) t  ) q- 2 if )t = hi+l, or  
~+l()  0 = Vi_i()~) + 3 i f  )~ > ai+l. 
Output: is Vn(~). 
APPL ICAT ION AND RESULTS 
Theorem 1 can be used for an effective algorithm to calculate all the eigenvalues X~ n) < X~ n) < 
... < ~(n) of the real, symmetric tridiagonal matrix An, by a bisection method. Suppose the 
elements ai and bi are given for i = 1,2,...,n - 1. Since the spectral radius, p(An), satisfies 
p(An) <l[ A [l~ , all eigenvalues of An lie in the interval [-Tn, 7n] where 
d {Ib~-al + la~l-4-Ib~l) (6) "/n ---- max  
l<_i~_n 
and b0 - bn -- 0. This interval, or some other, can be used to begin the process. Suppose an 
interval (a j ,&)  has been found such that Ln(j3j) > k while L,~(aj) < k; hence, ~(n) E (a j ,~ j ) .  
Let m i = (aj + j3j)/2 and compute Ln(mj) .  If Ln(mj) > k, take aj+i = (~j and ~j+i = mj 
for the next subinterval - -  otherwise, take (~j+l = mj and /~j+y = /~j. Evaluation of Vn(X) 
may be carried out directly by means of recurrence (2), or by using Algorithm 1 instead. The 
bisection procedure, for numerically obtaining the eigenvalues, X~ n), of An in increasing order is 
summarized as Algorithm 2. 
ALGORITHM 2. Let n be a positive integer, and let e > 0 be a selected iteration tolerance. 
Initialize: 
az = -Tn,  Bt =' in,  for ! = 1,2,3, . . .  ,n.  
Continue: for { = 1, 2, 3, ..., n, 
[i] set )~ = (~i + ~i)/2; 
[ii] set ~j = )~ for j = i , i  + 1,i + 2,..., Ln()~) + En()~); 
[iii] set aj = max(c~j,X) for j = L,(X) + 1, L,(A) + 2, L,(X) + 3, ...,n; 
[iv] set )~ = )~; 
[v] set ~ = (~ + Zd/2; 
[vi] i f l~ - ~1 > ', set )~ = ~ and go to step [ii]; otherwise, set )~n) = )~. 
The classical Givens' method'[I] employs the number of sign agreements, Gn()~), in the sequence 
{1, Pi(X), P2(X), . . - ,  Pn(X)}. Thus, n - Ln()~) = G,(~) provides an alternate way of deriving, 
and computing, G,()~). It is natural to compare CPU costs using direct computation of Gn(X) 
or direct computation of Ln (X) in two cases: when the polynomials P/(X) are evaluated using the 
recurrence (2) or, instead, by means of Algorithm 1. 
Extensive numerical experimentation has been carried out to compare computational costs 
of Algorithm 2 with the analogous bisecting technique in Givens' method that uses Gn()~) [4]. 
Single- and double- precision FORTRAN codes have been run on a Vax 8600, with a number of 
specific classes of matrices, An, having secular polynomials that include: 
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(a) Tchebicheff polynomials of the first kind, 
(b) Tchebicheff polynomials of the second kind, and 
(c) Laguerre polynomials. 
Runs were normally made for n = 10, 20, 30,.. • , 500. In addition, numerical experimentation has 
been carried out with elements of An generated by a random number generator. Results have been 
found to be very similar throughout the investigation, and Figure 3 illustrates typical comparative 
findings. In all cases, iterations were terminated when the absolute value of the difference between 
two successive iterates was less than ten times the machine psilon as computed by the code. It 
should be noted, from the representative results ummarized in Figure 3, that relative CPU costs 
for the same iteration accuracy show an increasing improvement of the alternative method over 
Givens' method as the order increases. 
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Figure 3: Typical relative costs of Givens' Method(G) and the alternative method(L), 
for computing all eigenvalues of randomly selected matrices An (-1 < ai < 1, 0 < 
hi< 1) . Single precision, FORTRAN 77 running on a Vax 8600. 
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In summary, this alternative has been found to be an effective competitor to the traditional 
Givens' method for tridiagonal matrices An. The analytic derivation is straightforward and may 
be used subsequently to devise Givens' method, implementation is as easy to code as for Givens' 
method and, of course, it has the same advantage of being always convergent. For increasing 
order, n, numerical experimentation demonstrates that it has also an edge in terms of CPU costs. 
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